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Rainforest or reef? This Tropical North Queensland
holiday spot is an adventure lover’s paradise.
FLIP BYRNES

S

wimming through the silver
bubbles made by flippers
before me is like gliding
through secret conversation
balloons from the neon
coral below. And then
suddenly, there it is – a white sand
wall veering almost vertically towards
the meniscus where water morphs
into sky. Clawing my way onto the
sandy cay, more seal than mermaid,
I flop and drop to take in the rippling
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rings of turquoise water melding to a
navy, inky blue. I’m alone, save for the
snorkels of my companions, and this
isn’t the Galapagos, Thailand or the
Maldives. It’s the Great Barrier Reef,
right in our own watery backyard.
Although some parts of the
Great Barrier Reef are the canary
in the coalmine sending SOS signals
about climate change, other parts
are thriving and healthy. After all,
it extends the distance from Broome

to Fremantle – more than 2300km.
That’s a lot of room to snorkel!
Mark Olsen, CEO of Tourism
Tropical North Queensland, says:
“When you come here, you will have
an ‘aha’ moment, an experience or
moment in time that makes you
realise Tropical North Queensland is
one of the most wondrous places in
the world.” For me, a sentinel atop
my sandy castle, I sigh a little “aha”,
as this feeling of freedom will be
ingrained upon my memory.

OCEAN EXPLORATION

Many describe the reef underworld
as a subaquatic garden or city, with
coral taking on the forms of satellite
dishes, vase-like structures sprouting

bouquets from beige to flamingo pink,
or honeycombed apartment blocks
with hiding inhabitants. But it’s the
characters that make me wonder if
I’ve stumbled into a disco or private
party that’s, well, getting a little loose.
There are Maori wrasse wearing
Versace-coloured bright jackets
swimming confidently through the
crowd, where it’s a veritable moshpit
teeming with fish – cardinalfish cluster
in cliques, little yellow devilfish
peep shyly from rock corners and a
parrotfish vomits sand on the dance
floor while the soft coral sways.
The reef is accessible from many
points, but Cape Tribulation is by
far the pick. It’s a short, exciting
25-minute speedboat ride to Undine
and Mackay Reefs (from Cairns it
can take two hours to get to the
outer reef of Agincourt). While some
tour operators can carry 400-plus
passengers, Ocean Safari is limited to
an intimate 25. The bonus is off-grid
Cape Tribulation itself, where the

Fast facts

Visit tropicalnorthqueensland.org.au for more information.
Qantas, Jetstar, Tigerair and Virgin all service Cairns Airport.
STAY
Saltwater Luxury Apartments

Located smack-bang in the middle
of Macrossan St in Port Douglas,
this chic, serene oasis has its own
pool and is the perfect base from
which to explore the region.
saltwaterportdouglas.com.au

Heritage Lodge Motel

This is the real rainforest deal with
a little lick of luxe. Featuring cute
cabins and a delicious restaurant,
the winner is the (crocodile-free)
swimming hole out the back.
heritagelodge.com.au

PLAY
Bike n Hike Adventure Tours
has Hartley Creek Falls rides for
$189 per person on an e-bike.
bikeshopandhire.com

Ocean Safari has half-day Great
Barrier Reef tours (morning or
afternoon) for $154 for adults.
oceansafari.com.au.

EAT
Whet

Located near Cape Tribulation, Whet
has no water lines, phone reception,
waste removal or electricity (it runs
on solar power). The restaurant grows
the majority of its own food, including
31 varieties of fruit, for dishes like a
healthy Buddha bowl with local linecaught barramundi. whet.net.au

Julaymba

It’s tempting to stay in the treetops at
the Daintree Ecolodge, but the awardwinning restaurant is also the perfect
spot for delicious food that’s sourced
locally. daintree-ecolodge.com.au
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The Daintree Rainforest’s
mangrove roots reach out
to caress coral, joining two
World Heritage-listed sites

Daintree Rainforest’s mangrove roots
reach out to caress coral, joining two
World Heritage-listed sites. And when
we arrive? We’re the only ones there.
This is common throughout
Tropical North Queensland, which
extends from Mission Beach to the
Torres Strait islands and includes
Cairns, Port Douglas and the Cape
York Peninsula – whether fringed
by reef, enveloped in the Daintree
Rainforest (described by Sir
David Attenborough as “the most
extraordinary place on Earth”) or
kicking red dirt in the outback.
Having experienced the area by
sea, it’s now time to venture further
on land – by mountain bike.

FOREST FORAYS

You haven’t mountain biked before?
Neither had I. But Bike n Hike
Adventure Tours offers four programs.
If you’re a complete biking novice,
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gently ascend 500m up through the
Daintree on an e-bike. Or ditch the
electric bike and take a mountain bike
on a flat trip to hidden lagoons. If
you’re a diehard mountain biker, you’ll
already know it’s an area of “sweet
dirt” (a combination of gripping sand
and clay), so sign up to do the World
Cup course at Smithfield.
I’m lured by the combination of
forest, the swimming spot of Hartley
Creek Falls halfway along and the
chance to learn a few new tricks.
Trick one: keep your hand
off the right brake. Owner Steve
demonstrates how to ride the bike
on our blue (intermediate) trail,
sitting back far off the saddle on
descents, aggressively tackling the
ascents, and balancing on the balls
of your feet with pedals level to
avoid snagging rocks, tree logs,
roots or creek bed boulders – all
of which we come across.

Unintentionally testing Steve’s
advice, I can confirm that suddenly
clutching the right brake will indeed
see you cartwheeling off the bike.
Looking at the obstacle you don’t
want to hit will ensure you probably
do. And with two crashes under my
belt, I’m informed I need to reach five
to be a qualified mountain biker.
Our group ranges from a 70-yearold road racer to an eight-yearold dynamo called Lani, a guide’s
daughter. There are three guides
connected by radio so that the group
can split according to their own
pace, plus there’s time to pause and
philosophise on how to tackle a slope
if needed (I do.) Oh, and I’m on a
top-of-the-range $9000 e-bike, so
a beginner like me can keep up with
the technically better riders, who
pant their way up the slopes.
This track is the only way to access
Hartley Creek Falls and we swap the
bike to hike the last 200m, gasping as
the foliage parts like a cabaret curtain
to reveal rumbling waters. Sweatsoaked, branches in hair, we leap via
a rope swing into the cooling waters.
Was the ride worth it? Definitely.
It’s a water nymph’s dream
and once again, it’s deliciously all
ours. But there’s another billabong
slightly downstream featuring a mini
waterfall acting as a masseuse on sore
shoulders and flat rocks for lazing
on. This is a traditional fertility and
birthing site for the owners of the
rainforest, the Kuku Yalanji. We’re on
country and there’s a special energy in
the air, an emotional echo that lingers
even if elders aren’t present.
Some will return to Port Douglas
for frothy lattes and chic restaurants
serving the best locavore produce.
But this taste just makes me want to
go up, up, further into Tropical North
Queensland, to where Australia ends
and the next adventure begins.
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